The findings of new research suggests that global warming will cause the world’s soil to release carbon. Scientists used data on more than 9,000 soil samples from around the world and found that

**new study shows global warming will cause world’s soil to release carbon**

The Pakistani city of Lahore was declared the most polluted city in the world by an air quality monitor on Wednesday, as residents worried about air smog laden with soot and officials with plans to act.

*‘find a solution,’ say residents as smog blankets pakistan’s lahore*

In his 2002 study titled *The Military Impact on the Environment*, said environmental stress is a cause and effect of political tension and military conflict between India and Pakistan and they

**environment paying price of conflict in kashmir**

Pakistan’s media works under a repressive environment facing online harassment. The third report, a research study titled ‘Criminalising Online Dissent through Legal Victimisation: Impunity

**pakistan media works under repressive environment: reports**

At COP26 in Glasgow, we spoke with Imran Khan’s climate adviser Malik Amin Aisam about turning Pakistan’s climate pledges into reality.

*‘we don’t believe in net-zero at the moment’ – pakistan’s top climate official at cop26*

It seeks to take part in effectively creating a conducive environment for the Afghans. Until recently, the U.S. engaged with Pakistan with the hope of bringing peace in Afghanistan

**opportunities open up for reset in us-india-pakistan relations**

Based on various research studies, soybean production and commercialization in Pakistan is hindered by the unavailability of the same techniques according to the needs and the local environment of the region, experts say. For International Day for Preventing the

**soybean production’s regaining attention from pakistan visionary**

The results of their study show that and a favorable external environment characterised by strong global growth. The IMF baseline projections for Pakistan in its April report include

**is pakistan’s public debt sustainable?**

The decades-long conflict in Indian-administered Kashmir that has cost human life also has not spared the fragile environment of the region, experts say. For International Day for Preventing the

**environment paying price of conflict in kashmir**

Writing in *South Asia Journal* on Oct. 17, shortly after the parliamentary committee’s decision, Aftab Alexander Mughal, a Christian editor of *Minority Concern Pakistan* and former said the

**shame of forced conversions**

Since 1960, the Indus Waters Treaty (IWT) has attempted to divide the water rights for the basin equitably between India and Pakistan examine how a worsening environment and a struggling

**the indus waters treaty: india and pakistan’s water divorce**

More and more countries are embracing the spirit of building a community with a shared future for mankind, as evidenced by the increased number of exhibitors at the expo in Shanghai, Munene said. This

**praise flows for the spirit of openness**

The Punjab government, while taking notice of the deteriorating level of air quality, has decided to take action against those causing air and environmental scientific studies on the link

**pakistan: lahore declared most polluted city in the world**

In Pakistan, we do not believe in the net Environmental issues will be mitigated by environmental impact studies to make sure communities get properly compensated if they are displaced.

*‘pakistan doesn’t believe in net-zero’: an interview with imran khan’s top climate official*

He has taught at the departments of defence studies and history at the Punjabi in full measure to create troubles in India. While Pakistan is focussing on creating hatred between the different

**studies reveal deliberate inaction by social media platforms over disinformation: urgent need for stringent laws and a regulatory authority**

Pardoe Center for the study of the Longer-Range Future at Boston University consider poor urban water quality and lack of sanitation to be urgent challenges for Pakistan. Long neglected sewerage

**rethinking water governance in pakistan**

It also takes into consideration various government reforms, competitive environment, customer behavior Report Coherent Market Insights released a new market study on 2021-2027 Pakistan Clear

**pakistan clear aligners market to see booming growth 2021-2028 | ensmile and clearpath healthcare services pvt ltd,**

An initial feasibility study found it The true environmental impact of the project is still not known as no assessment has been carried out. WWF-Pakistan has already submitted a challenge

*‘we will be homeless’: lahore farmers accuse ‘mafia’ of land grab for new city*

Department of Media and Communication Studies, Arts Faculty Building, Faculty of Engineering & Technology and the Institute of Physics, where the candidates took the test in a serene environment.

**opportunities open up for reset in us-india-pakistan relations**

Nobody will need to go to Pakistan to study medicine, he said as an example of the fact if we are able to provide a secure environment and grassroots level democracy, anything can be achieved

**amit shah snubs dr faroog, rules out talks with pakistan**

(CN) – These are grim days at the Center for Afghanistan Studies. The center’s offices in Kabul were like between the United States and the Soviet Union, or between India and Pakistan. “There have

**afghan-american experts say taliban will have to contend with a changed afghanistan in wake of us withdrawal**

Dr. Ajmal Magri, former Acting Director, Pakistan Study Center, University of the Punjab, who was invited by the Center for Pakistan Studies at JU, the online academic lecture. The above

**pakistan and chinese universities cooperate to promote high-quality development of cpec**

Fallout from a nuclear war between Pakistan and India would not devastate that is tantamount to nuclear Armageddon. Wednesday’s study - co-written by Rutgers University-New Brunswick

**nuclear war between india & pakistan could kill millions worldwide**

The last thing most Indians want is to strengthen Pakistan, but India’s turn to India is already caught in a fraught geopolitical environment. Chinese troops have squatted for more than

**india seems determined to lose to pakistan in more than cricket**

Pakistan and India launch their T20 World But on Sunday, a completely different environment – from gloomy Manchester to dry and sunny Dubai – awaits the two sides as they meet for the

**cricket: india, pakistan lock horns at t20 world cup**

Fears of extremist groups and fighters fresh out of Afghanistan via Pakistan ingressing into J He is an incoming doctoral candidate in South Asian Studies at the National University of Singapore.

**a false dichotomy? civil-military relations and foreign policy preferences in pakistan vis-a-vis india**

ISLAMABAD – Pakistan and local Taliban militants have agreed a one-month ceasefire which may be extended if
both sides agree, spokesmen said on Monday, opening the possibility of a fuller peace

**pakistan, local taliban group agree to 1-month ceasefire**
Before this match Pakistan had never beaten India and lost 12 matches in a row in World Cups. Before this tournament there was a lot of talk suggesting the current Pakistan team is way behind than the

**talking points: pakistan v india**

“Someone messaged me and asked whether ‘you support Pakistan’. As the message had emojis and it was environment of fun, I replied ‘Yes’. But, it doesn’t mean anywhere that I support Pakistan.”